1 Introduction
==============

Protein multiple sequence alignment is a key first step in much biological research, including protein structure and function prediction, domain identification, inference of ancestral proteins and construction of protein--protein interaction networks. However, alignment error can have a substantial impact on the downstream analyses and large datasets can be particularly difficult to align with high accuracy. For these reasons, among others, there is a great interest in the development of new protein sequence alignment methods that can provide good accuracy on large datasets ([@bty495-B4]; [@bty495-B6]).

2 Materials and methods
=======================

PASTA ([@bty495-B8]) is a method that was designed to improve the accuracy and scalability of a base method for multiple sequence alignment ([@bty495-B1]). PASTA computes an initial tree, and then iterates between alignment estimation and tree estimation, typically performing three iterations. Each iteration uses the selected base method to compute alignments on small subsets with at most 200 sequences, and then merges those alignments into an alignment on the full dataset. Once the full alignment is computed, a maximum likelihood tree is computed using FastTree-2 ([@bty495-B10]). The standard version of PASTA enables only a few base methods; here, we explore the impact of including other base methods for protein multiple sequence alignment. In addition to the use of MAFFT L-INS-i as the subset aligner in PASTA, we include two ways of running MAFFT version 7.149b: G-INS-i and Homologs ([@bty495-B5]), CONTRAlign version 1.04 ([@bty495-B3]) and ProbCons 1.12 ([@bty495-B2]). The public distribution of MAFFT Homologs is limited to 99 sequences, and we turned off the flag restricting its analysis to small datasets to enable it to analyze larger datasets.

3 Results
=========

We explored accuracy and running time on BAliBASE ([@bty495-B12]), a collection of protein sequences with reference alignments based on structural features, restricted to datasets with at least 50 or more sequences. These 224 datasets have between 50 and 807 sequences. When the input to PASTA is at most 200 sequences, it decomposes the dataset into two subsets; otherwise, PASTA decomposes into subsets with at most 200 sequences. We compare base alignment methods (several variants of MAFFT, ProbCons and CONTRAlign) and PASTA used with each of these base alignment methods (denoted by PASTA+X, with X the base method), using three iterations. We explore the choice of base method on alignment quality using three standard metrics: SP-score (i.e. recall), Modeler score (i.e. precision) and column score (TC, the percentage of columns in the reference alignment completely recovered). We also examine the impact on tree accuracy, where the reference tree is computed by running RAxML version 8.2.11 ([@bty495-B11]) on the reference alignment with 100 bootstraps \[using the AA sequence evolution model reported for each dataset in [@bty495-B9]\] and then collapsing all edges with bootstrap support below 75%. Finally, we report the time it takes to run. The PASTA and MAFFT variants all take advantage of multi-threading, but all methods were given 1 node with 12 cores.

As PASTA is designed mainly for large datasets, we report results for the 25 datasets with 200 or more sequences here; see [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for results on 199 datasets with 50 to 199 sequences. Accuracy is also impacted by the average percent pairwise sequence identity (PID; [@bty495-B7]; [@bty495-B8]) and the BaliBASE datasets range from 11.8% to 66.4% in PID; we therefore separate results for these datasets based on PID below and above 25%.

[Figure 1A](#bty495-F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the average running time of these different methods on eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets (RV10 is a subset of the BALiBASE data). CONTRAlign is by far the most computationally intensive (\>18 h), ProbCons is the next most intensive (8 h) and MAFFT Homologs is the third most intensive (7.6 h). PASTA makes these slow methods much faster: PASTA+CONTRAlign uses half of an hour while CONTRAlign uses over 18 h, PASTA+ProbCons uses 4 h instead of over 8 h and PASTA+Homologs uses less than 1 h whereas MAFFT Homologs uses more than 7 h. The remaining methods are all fairly fast, even on these very large protein datasets; PASTA makes the fastest of these methods slower, but the differences in running time are small (i.e. the biggest increase in average running time is for MAFFT L-INS-i, but even there PASTA+L-INS-i completes in under 1 h).

![Results on large datasets. (**A**) Average running times on eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets. (**B**) Average Total Column score on the eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets. (**C**) Average Total Column score on all datasets with 200 or more sequences (grouped by average percent sequence identity). (**D**) Average tree accuracy on eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets. The error bars show standard error](bty495f1){#bty495-F1}

The highest TC scores on the eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets are obtained by PASTA+MAFFT G-INS-i, with PASTA+MAFFT L-INS-i in a close second place ([Fig. 1B](#bty495-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The lowest TC scores are for CONTRAlign and ProbCons, suggesting that they degrade in accuracy on these large datasets. However, PASTA increases the TC scores for all base methods.

The average TC scores on the full set of datasets with at least 200 sequences ([Fig. 1C](#bty495-F1){ref-type="fig"}) show the impact of PID on the absolute and relative accuracy of the different methods. For the datasets with PID above 25%, MAFFT Homologs and MAFFT L-INS-i have the best average TC scores, followed fairly closely by PASTA used with any variant of MAFFT and then by MAFFT G-INS-i. PASTA+ProbCons comes next, followed by ProbCons and PASTA+CONTRAlign and finally with CONTRAlign in last place. Thus, for the easier datasets (with PID \> 25*%*), PASTA improves the TC scores for most methods and slightly decreases the TC scores for the two best-performing methods. When the PID is low, however, TC scores drop and the relative performance between methods changes. Here, the best average TC scores are obtained using PASTA+MAFFT G-INS-i, followed closely by MAFFT G-INS-i; CONTRAlign is in third place and PASTA+ProbCons and PASTA+CONTRAlign are nearly tied and in fourth place. The lowest average TC scores are obtained by ProbCons. For these harder datasets (PID \< 25%), the impact of PASTA is variable--sometimes improving scores and sometimes reducing scores, but when it reduces scores the reductions are small.

We also compared methods with respect to the accuracy of maximum likelihood trees computed on their alignments, using the eight large RV10 BAliBASE datasets. CONTRAlign and ProbCons had the lowest accuracy of all methods, but using PASTA improved the accuracy substantially; all other methods had similar average accuracy on these datasets ([Fig. 1D](#bty495-F1){ref-type="fig"}).

4 Conclusions
=============

This study shows that PASTA can be used to improve the scalability of several protein alignment methods. The optimal choice of PASTA variant (i.e. sub-aligner) depends on the properties of the dataset, but PASTA reduces the running time of ProbCons and CONTRAlign and improves the TC scores and tree accuracy these methods obtain on large datasets.
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